Vincent AI
Your new legal research assistant

"Research that would normally take hours now takes minutes"

Overall Legal Research Solution Provider of the Year 2022

Start your journey today with a multi-award-winning legal research provider, trusted by over 2 million users worldwide.
vLex is a leading provider of legal research technology and information, providing access to legal documents from over 100 countries. vLex houses necessary case law, legislation, secondary resources, and legal news, offering a first-class, comprehensive service to millions of legal professionals, academics and law students. Behind the scenes, vLex develops large-scale artificial intelligence systems to bring together legal information from over 750 publishers and sources to help users find the information they need.
Customers

Trusted by the world's leading organisations

2,800,000+ Users worldwide

6,000+ Firms using vLex

50,000,000+ Visitors each year

"...Vincent significantly reduces our members' research time. Research that would normally take hours now takes minutes"

Library Manager & Executive Director, Waterloo Region Law Association

"In a world where legal information is growing exponentially, Vincent provides an advantageous starting point for any research and ensures that legal practitioners are saving time, while also increasing their search and discovery capabilities”

Managing Director of LegalTech Breakthrough Awards
Vincent AI

A detailed overview of the award-winning technology available from vLex to enhance your legal research.
Human search at machine speed

By combining human search behaviour with machine speed, Vincent enables you to go beyond traditional research methods. With its easy-to-use technology, this cross-jurisdictional assistant helps you to:

- Quickly interact with global legal information
- Save valuable research time
- Extract key legal issues from cases
- Access automatically generated headnotes on millions of cases
- Improve the quality of your work by ensuring no important documents are missed due to human error.

Importantly, Vincent recognises legal documents from over 30 countries, in both English and Spanish. As well as finding all in-text references, Vincent also finds documents that are semantically similar, on the same points of law, and also in other jurisdictions, to help lawyers build better arguments using on-point cases and persuasive authorities.
Vincent AI Case Analysis

vLex has enhanced Vincent AI’s capabilities to include a new feature called Case Analysis. Vincent, using large-scale language models, can now read cases, extract key information, and automatically produce summarised headnotes - helping legal professionals understand the important issues addressed in a judgment at a glance.

Extract key legal issues

Vincent AI will read and extract the key legal issues from a judgment to provide you with an understanding of the issues addressed within the case.

Headnotes and summaries

With only around 20% of cases being reported in many regions around the world, Vincent AI can help you navigate to the right case by providing automatically generated headnotes to help you understand the case without needing to read the full judgment.

Importantly, Vincent can help with legal research, but you should always console and confirm any details within the source material before relying on it.
Easy to use

Vincent's intuitive drag-and-drop interface enables you to upload a relevant document, whether it's a case, a skeleton argument, or any other legal document. You can also type or copy and paste relevant information into the text box as a starting point, to see where Vincent takes you.

An advantageous start

Vincent reads lengthy documents in seconds to find citations and party names. It can also identify key phrases, understand the content and find semantically similar documents. Vincent will return a unique set of highly relevant search results in a matter of seconds, which would have taken hours to compile manually.

The real power of this tool comes from its integration with vLex's extensive collection of legal information. This provides an advantageous starting point for any research, and ensures that millions of documents are being considered each and every time Vincent is used.
Aside from the intuitive drag-and-drop interface, what sets Vincent apart from similar tools is the vast amount of content it uses to glean results. Unlike other services, Vincent searches one of the largest collections of legal information in the world, as well as indexed content from over 100 external publishers.

This helps to reduce the risk of missing important cases, whether they are from vLex or other providers; making Vincent neutral in its approach. Vincent does not rank information based on provider, but simply by relevance to your document and search query.

Additionally, Vincent can help you find important information within a case and provide a header note for unreported judgments, saving you time and improving your ability to navigate case law to find the right cases for your clients.

**Mitigate your risk**

Vincent reduces your risk of missing important information or relying on documents that are no longer current, as the vLex database is updated daily.

**Improve your productivity**

Collate a set of highly relevant search results using Vincent, which would have otherwise taken hours to compile.

**Build a better argument**

Vincent does more than simply find documents, it delivers the insight you need to support your case.
Getting started

How to get started with vLex and Vincent, book your personalised demonstration and more.
Start your vLex journey today

vLex has a wide range of resources and experts available around the world to ensure you and your organisation are fully supported.

- **Your vLex journey**
  - Explore Vincent online
    - vlex.com/vincent-ai
  - Contact your local vLex office
    - vlex.com/contact
  - Book an online demonstration
  - Start a free trial of the vLex platform

- **Start your subscription**
  - Meet your account manager
  - Access online learning resources
    - vlex.com
  - Receive personalised online training*

- **Receive ongoing online and phone support**
  - support.vlex.com
  - Access all new material added to vLex for your subscribed products*
  - Access all new features added to vLex*
  - Add new products to your subscription at anytime

*Online training support will vary depending on the size and location of your firm and subscription type. New features and documents added to vLex may only be available for select regions or certain types of legal documents.*
Online resources

Access a wide range of learning resources online, including guides, videos, a calendar of upcoming webinars, and much more.

Learn more at vlex.com

Explore vLex's products

Explore all of the content available online from vLex, by region or collection, using the vLex Content Explorer.

Visit explore.vlex.com

Book your online demonstration

Suitable for individuals and teams, vLex’s personalised, online demonstrations provide you with an opportunity to explore content and features that are relevant to you, and enable you to ask vLex experts about pricing, plans and additional support.

Contact vLex to book your demonstration: vlex.com/contact

Free trial

Following your online demonstration, the vLex team will set you up with a free trial so that you can experience all of vLex’s features, content and benefits in your own time.
Contact us

General enquires
hello@vlex.com | +44 (0) 20 7284 8080

Continental Europe
support@vlex.com | +34 900 649 672

Asia-Pacific
hello@vlex.com

North America
hello@vlex.com | +1 343 700 0450

Latin America
support@vlex.com | +1 305 890 2982

Training
traininglondon@vlex.com

Help and support
helpdesklondon@vlex.com

Press and media
press@vlex.com
vLex's awards and recognition

**Disruptive Technology of the Year**
*Shortlisted for the Legal Innovation Awards 2023*

**Overall Legal Research Solution Provider of the Year**
*at the 2022 LegalTech Breakthrough Awards*

**Virtual Legal Assistant Solution of the Year**
*at the 2021 LegalTech Breakthrough Awards for Vincent AI*

**Excellence in Litigation and Data Science Finalist**
*at the Legal Innovation Awards Finalists 2021*

**Disruptive Technology of the Year Finalists**
*at the Legal Innovation Awards 2022*

**Excellence in Legal Publishing Nominee**
*for the Hugh Lawford Award 2021*

**Winner of the Lifetime Contributor Award for**
*Masoud Gerami, Managing Director, vLex Global Markets*
*at the Legal innovation Awards 2022*

**Fancase 50 Award for Lluis Faus,**
*Co-founder, CEO and Executive Chairman, vLex*
*for Innovators, Visionaries, and Leaders in Law, 2021*